ART. S3]
SOLID  OF GREATEST  ATTRACTION.
It is evident from the equation that all these surfaces are similar and similarly situated, and that they all touch a plane drawn through 0 perpendicular to the given axis.
Let us select that surface whose volume would just contain the given mass. The solid of greatest attraction must coincide with the surface thus selected; for if any portion lies outside the selected surface, the attraction would be increased by moving that portion into the vacant places within the selected surface and thus filling them up.
The solid of greatest attraction has therefore such a form that the attraction at the given point of a given particle placed at any point of the surface when resolved along the given axis is always the same.
The problem of finding the solid of greatest attraction was proposed and solved by Silvabelle. The principle used above, that the resolved attraction must be constant over the surface, is due to Playfair, Edin. Trans. 1812. The following example is also due to him.
32. Ex. Supposing the law of attraction to be the inverse /cth power of the distance, find the form of an infinitely long cylinder so that the attraction may be a maximum at an external point.
Take the point for origin; pass a plane through it perpendicular to the generating lines of the cylinder. Let r be the radius vector of any point on this section, 6 the angle made by r with the direction of the resultant attraction. The equation of the curve is included in cos6=CrK~l. When the law of attraction is tlie inverse square the required cylinder is right circular. fV
33. Attraction of mountains. It is a matter of some importance to determine by direct experiment the effect of the attraction of a neighbouring mountain on the direction of the plumb line. This was attempted by Bouguer in Peru but without any great success. In 1772 Maskelyne, then Astronomer Royal, proposed to repeat the experiment. He pointed out a mountain in Yorkshire as suitable for the purpose. He suggested also that the defect of matter in the valley between Helvellyn and Saddleback might produce an effect of an opposite character which would be" sensible. The mountain Schehallien in Scotland was finally chosen. It is a narrow ridge running east and west in a comparatively flat v country and is about 2000 feet above the general level.
Let /,/' be the horizontal attractions of the mountain at two , stations north and south. The angular deviations of the plumb line from the direction of gravity will then be a =f/g, and a ^f'/ff. The meridional distance between the two stations was found by a survey over the mountain to be 4364*4 feet. By dividing this by the radius of the earth, the difference of latitude of the two stations was found to be 42"*9. By observing the zenith distance of the same star at both stations the difference of the angles which the
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